Students in this program should have access to the following equipment:

- abrasive blaster, pencil type
- acid dishes
- acid tweezers
- air gun
- air hammer
- air-driven hand piece
- arbor band mandrels
- articulator, plain line (hinge)
- articulators, non-adjustable
- articulators, semi-adjustable
- beakers, glass (assorted)
- bench engine (high speed)
- bench lamps with magnifiers
- bite fork
- blades, assorted
- blowtorch, gas/air
- blowtorch, gas/oxygen
- boiler
- boil out ladle
- boil out tank
- bowl, mixing plaster
- bowls, rubber
- brushes, assorted
- brushes, porcelain
- bucket
- bunsen burner
- bunsen lighter
- burnout furnace (partial dentures)
- burnout furnaces (crown & bridge)
- burs, steel and carbide
- caliper
- carvers, assorted
- casting glasses
- casting machine, centrifugal (large)
- casting machine, centrifugal (small)
- casting machine, centrifugal (thermotrol)
- casting machine, induction
- casting ring tongs, large
- casting ring tongs, small
- casting rings, assorted
- chisels, assorted
- collector, dust
- colloid conditioner
- compressor
- cooker, automatic
- curing unit with thermostat & timer
- crucibles, casting
- crucibles, quartz
- cylinder, graduate, double scale
  - 30-60-125 mL
- dappen dishes
- dental explorer
- denture curing unit
- die lock tray, full
- die lock tray, quadrant
- discs, separating & finishing (assorted)
- drill, reverse pin facing
- dry pinning machine
- duplicator
- electroformer
- electroplating machine with accessories
- engine, laboratory with rheostats
- eraser, air
- face bow
- firing trays, porcelain
- flask, acrylic bridge & inlay
- flask compress
- flask, denture (lower)
- flask, denture (upper)
- flask, duplicating
- flask ejector (upper & lower)
- flask, pour-n-cure
- flask, press (2-flask capacity)
- formers, base (assorted)
- formers, bite rim
- formers, sprue (assorted)
- furnace, glazing
- furnace, porcelain with vacuum pump
- furnace tongs
- gauges, Boley
- gauges, metal
- gauges, wax
gloves, heat resistant
gloves, rubber (insulated)
goggles
gold dust collector
gold scale
grinder, high-speed
guides, tooth mold
guides, tooth shade
hand piece, laboratory (air driven)
hemostat, curved
hemostat, straight
hemostats
hygrobath
investing machine, combination
investing machine, mixing
investing machine, vacuum
jars, assorted
jig, reline
jig, soldering
knife sets, ceramic
knives, assorted
knives, carving
knives, ceramic (spatulas)
lathe, hi-speed
lathe splasher with removable tray
lathe with quick chuck (assorted)
lights, infrared
magnifier
microscope, lab
mini-torch
mixer, power
mixing jar, acrylic
model drying oven
model trimmer
model trimmer, orthodontic
model vibrator
mounting plates
muslin buffs
nippers, diagonal cutting
nippers, plastic
oven, drying
oxygen tank
pick, dental
picking pan, porcelain
pindex machine
plaster bin
plaster nippers
plaster sink trap
plastic nippers
plate, hot
pliers, clasp
pliers, contouring
pliers, loop forming
pliers, 3-prong
pliers, universal
polishing bench
polytrimmer
pot, dip wax
pot, pressure
press, equalock
press, pneumatic packing
press, spring
safety glasses
sand (shell) blaster
sandblaster
saw, dental
scrapers, No. 2 & No. 4
scissors, regular
semi-adjustable articulator
scissors, platinum
slab, glass mixing
soldering block, asbestos
soldering block, charcoal
soldering machine (electric)
spatulas, assorted
spatulas, plaster
spot welder
steam cleaner
steamer
strainer
surveyors, complete
syringe
tank, bailout
templates, assorted
timer, internal
torch, alcohol
torch, gas air/gas oxygen
trays, porcelain firing
tripod
tweezers
ultrasonic cleaner with timer & accessories
vacu-press
vacuum forming machine
vacuum machine, custom tray
vacuum pump
vacuum, power mixer
vibrator, automatic
visible light curing unit
wax dipping unit
waxing unit, electric
wheels, separating & finishing (assorted)
wire cutters
work pans